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1

Introduction

Interactive surfaces are key elements of smart environments. Augmented, Mixed Reality and Ambient Intelligence endorse the notion of enhancing physical surfaces of
the environment with interactivity. A widely used approach employs a projector that
creates a “display” upon the surface. At the same time, it utilizes sensing to detect
and localize the contact of fingertips upon the surface and, correspondingly, generate
touch events. Usually, the interactive surface is planar for ease of projection of the
display and contact detection.
As reviewed in Sec. 2, early systems mostly used stereo vision for this purpose,
while the recent proliferation of low-cost RGB-D sensors, such as the Kinect, has reinforced the use of depth cameras. This work focuses on the detection and localization
of touch events upon planar surfaces, using a depth camera. Motivation stems from
natural interaction and avoidance of instrumentation of the surface. The outcome
is an interactive surface. The norm in these approaches is the placement of sensors
above the interactive surface. Using this top view placement the finger is imaged
from above. Contact is detected from depth differences between fingers and the surface. If this distance is below a threshold contact is detected, thus making implicit
assumptions about finger size and posture.
In Sec. 3, the lateral placement of the sensor is proposed, along with a method
for fingertip contact detection and localization, which can employ multiple sensors to
create larger interactive surfaces. In Fig. 1, both approaches are illustrated. The main
advantage of the proposed approach is increased sensitivity to the detection of touch,
as fingertip contact is detected from its explicit imaging in xy coordinates, rather
than inferred from depth values. In terms of usability this is important, because it
better associates haptic feedback from touching the surface with system response (the
triggering of pertinent software touch events). The proposed approach is additionally
scalable to multiple sensors for creating larger interactive surfaces.
In Sec. 4, the approaches are compared qualitatively and quantitatively, in terms
of accuracy and sensitivity of contact detection. Different configurations of the proposed approach are compared with respect to ergonomy, usability and optimal sensor
placement. A summary of this work is provided in Sec. 5.

2

Related work

Spatial Augmented Reality (SAR) [4], is very relevant in smart environments because
it envisages the potential utilization of any physical surface as an interactive monitor.
A prominent category of surfaces are planar surfaces, due to ease of projection and
further practical reasons. Techniques for distortion-free projection upon such surfaces
have been well studied in the literature [22, 13]. This review focuses on methods for
detection of touch events upon a surface in order to cast it interactive. A special case
of planar interactive surfaces, utilizes semi-transparent backprojected surfaces, where
IR illumination is cast to provide contact detection and localization [15, 6, 16, 14].
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Figure 1: Illustration of top and lateral RGB-D sensor placement and acquired images (although not employed by the method, their RGB component is shown in the
thumbnails, for illustration purposes). For lateral placement, [τa , τc ] is the utilized
depth range and I the area that fingertips can be detected. For top placement, d is
the distance of the sensor to the surface and B the area that fingertips can be detected.
(see Sec. 3 for definition of notation).
However, front projection systems are more appealing, as they can be applied to
virtually any surface without the need of instrumentation.

2.1

Non-visual or instrumented approaches

In [1], a laser scanner is employed parallel to the interactive surface. Time of flight
(ToF) laser scanning is utilized to measure distance to the sensor and support (single)
touch and walk-through interaction. SmartSkin [17] introduces a capacitive sensing
architecture. A mesh-shaped antenna that covers a planar surface, together with a
front projection unit form a tangible interactive surface. The system is sensitive to
fingertip contact and supports multi-touch interaction, as well as, augmented reality
functionalities on objects, but which are required to have attached unique capacitance
tags.
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Vision based approaches

Visual systems for detection of fingertip contact on interactive surfaces have focused on
obtaining 3D information regarding the fingers and compare it with the 3D information
a priori obtained about the surface. In [19], a seminal method for touch detection using
a depth camera is proposed, where the camera is above a planar interaction surface.
In setup, depth data are used to approximate the plane that models the physical
interaction surface. In runtime, only 3D points close to this plane are considered.
Touch events are implicitly detected, as only the top face of the finger is imaged,
rather than the bottom which comes in contact with the surface. Detection utilizes
an upper threshold to isolate candidate pixels close to the surface. A lower one,
τX , is used to select pixels imaging fingertips, from pixels imaging the interaction
surface. As sensor depth accuracy is limited this threshold is usually in the order
of τX = 1 cm in order to robustly discriminate pixels imaging fingertips from sensor
noise. Consequently, fingertips closer than τX to the surface, but not in contact with it
will, still trigger a touch event, thus reducing interaction intuitiveness. The proposed
work, increases sensitivity to fingertip contact, by reducing this distance where touch
is spuriously triggered.
In dSensingNI [11, 12], the same principle as in [19] is employed, but the shape
of the blob contour is analyzed in order to more accurately localize fingertips. In
Microsoft’s LightSpace concept [20], the approach in [19] is extended for multiple
planar surfaces. In [22, 13] the approach in [19] is extended for a rotatable planar
surface. Instead of a priori modeling the planar surface, it continuously estimates its
orientation at run-time, excluding user hands with a robust plane fitting method.
In WorldKit [21] the same principle as in [19] is employed, but the method detects
palms in contact with the interaction surface. Spatial consistency is better exploited
this way, as only large blobs can trigger a touch event. Thereby, the lower threshold
that determines sensitivity can be set lower (≈ 3 mm). However, since touch is determined for a palm instead of a fingertip, the lower threshold comes at the cost of
reducing spatial granularity.
The assumption regarding the planarity of the interaction surface has been relaxed
in [7] and [9], which allow touch detection on arbitrary surfaces. The approaches
employ the depth camera to model the interaction surface as background. The method
in [7] uses the same principle as in [19] to detect touch, while [9] employs a stylus to
create touch events.
Microsoft’s Holodesk, MirageTable and Roomalive concepts [8, 3, 10], further extend the affinity of interaction by utilizing collision detection to detect touch events.
As in the aforementioned approaches, a 3D representation of the stationary scene is
captured off-line. These works mainly focus on the interaction of user hands with
virtual objects, utilizes a physics engine to detect contacts (collisions) and employ a
top view camera placement as in all the above methods.
Most relevant to the proposed work is TouclessTouch [2], a commercially available
software, that similarly to our method, places the sensor laterally to the interactive
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surface. Fingertips are detected through background subtraction through a model of
the background that is generated at calibration time. In contrast, this work explicitly
detects fingertips, allows the specification of arbitrary workspaces upon a planar surface, supports the combination of multiple sensors to create large interactive displays
and employs a stronger calibration scheme.

3

The proposed approach

In the proposed approach, the camera is static and observing the scene laterally.
Ideally, the camera would be placed so that the interaction plane is perpendicular to
the image plane and its projected solely as a 2D line L, or a “horizon, in the middle
row of the acquired image. In practice, this is technically difficult to achieve and the
sensor may be placed higher above the interaction plane, than the ideal configuration
dictates (see Fig. 2). In this case the interaction plane is imaged quite obliquely, the
horizon occurs above the middle row in the image and L is placed below the middle
image row to cover the volume of interest. In this oblique posture, sensor limitations
are met and usually the corresponding image region contains null depth values.
By thresholding depth values, the search for detection of touch can be constrained
within the [τa , τc ] range of depths, where the sensor is reliable enough. This range
combined with the FOV of the sensor, determines a quadrilateral where detection
is possible. To optimize coverage and if a rectangular display is pursued, its (approximately) parallel faces can be aligned with the edges of the display. Then, two
of its faces can be aligned with the corresponding faces of the display, in multiple
configurations (see Sec.3.1).
To collect pixel support for contact detection a zone, determined by L, is considered. This zone is a region of interest, oriented parallel to the horizon, that has an
(approximately) rectangular shape and is henceforth called Z. In practice, zone Z
is a rectangle, aligned with the horizon L whose height is τh pixels. The frustrum
that corresponds to Z is shown in Fig. 2. Though, this volume is not constant across
the interaction surface, it was observed that at least a few image rows (i.e. τh = 5)
are necessary for the collection of a reliable pixel support for fingertip detection and
localization. Rare, transient reconstruction of segments of the interaction plane in the
depth image is filtered (in Sec. 3.2.2 and Sec. 3.4).
Work discussed in Sec. 2, presents methodologies where contact is detected not only
when an object actually is in contact with a surface, but also when in close proximity
to that surface. We define sensitivity s of contact detection as the maximum distance
from the surface that contact is detected. Intuitively, sensitivity is the minimum
distance at which the system can reliably discriminate when the finger tip is in contact
to the surface, or not. In this sense, the smaller s is, the more sensitive the contact
detection method is.
The main advantage of the proposed camera placement and touch detection
method is its increased sensitivity to fingertip contact detection, which stems from
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two reasons. First, the surfaces in contact are directly imaged as contours, which
avails rich information for contact detection. This eliminates the need for implicit assumptions about the thickness and the posture of the finger. Second, the uncertainty
of the sensor’s depth values is not relevant to touch detection, but now only determines the location estimation of contact. Contact detection is now detected based on
the coordinates of pixels imaging a fingertip, which are less sensitive to sensor noise.
In addition, the proposed camera placement restricts, by construction, the search
space for relevant to touch pixels in the depth image and the corresponding volume
of 3D data that are processed and is, thus, computationally light weight. It is finally
pointed out that RGB images are not utilized by the proposed touch detection method
and are shown solely for illustration purposes.
Details of the method and the required calibration procedure follow in Sec. 3
and 3.1 respectively. As described in Sec. 3.3, the proposed approach allows the
utilization of multiple sensors, to increase the area of the interaction surface. At the
last stage (Sec. 3.4), detected and localized fingertip contacts are tracked and encoded
to software events.

Figure 2: Left: Side views of ideal (top) and approximate (bottom) lateral sensor
placement. Dashed blue arrows plot sensor principal axes. The green area represents
the volume within which 3D data is collected. Brown rectangles represent the interaction plane. Right: Images acquired for the ideal (top) and approximate (bottom)
sensor placement. Superimposed, dashed green rectangles show Z, whose lower edge
occurs upon the horizon L (red dashed line).

3.1

Calibration

A difficulty in the calibration of the projector-camera system is that the camera does
not image the projection area, due to its high slant. Typically null values are returned
from such surfaces in depth cameras (i.e. see Fig. 2, bottom-right). Thus to associate
coordinates on the interaction area with projector coordinates, the proposed touch
TR-459— FORTH-ICS, Oct.2015
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detection method in Sec. 3.2 is utilized. The purpose of the calibration process is to
estimate, once and at setup time, the following geometrical entities and quantities,
which are utilized by the system at runtime.
The region of interest Z in the depth image. This is a manual calibration procedure, where L is determined by clicking upon two points upon the horizon of the
interaction plane. Then Z is a 2D rectangle above the horizon with its lower edge
occurring in L and with height τh pixels that extends across the image (see Fig. 2).
Intuitively it is a “zone” of τh pixels above the horizon. This zone can be further
restricted by considering the actual extent of the interaction surface or the projection, which may be smaller than the visual field. In the case of “approximate” sensor
placement, τh is larger to support touch detection at close ranges (see Fig. 2).
An estimate P of the interaction plane in the camera reference frame, so that
imaged fingertips are localized, reasoned if in contact with it, and finally transformed
in 2D display coordinates. This is achieved implicitly as the interaction plane is not
imaged by the depth camera. In practice, the operator traces a fingertip across the
extent of the interaction plane, collecting pixels and interpreting them as 3D points,
from within Z. A RANSAC-based robust plane fit estimates a plane from these points.
Finally, the coordinate transformation {R, t} is computed that maps P to plane xy
(z = 0), through SVD decomposition.
A homography H that maps 2D coordinates from the xy plane to coordinates
of the display buffer F of the projector. A semiautomatic calibration procedure is
used, during which the display projects minute luminous circles at designated display
location on F and the operator touches them. The system detects fingers on Z and
computes their corresponding 3D points cj . Points cj , are converted to 2D coordinates
first by bringing them in P’s reference frame, as [xj yj zj ]T = R cj + t. Truncation
of the z dimension, projects these points on z = 0, converting them to 2D points
[xj yj 1]T . H is estimated from the correspondences between P and F, via least squares
optimization. Note that H can compensate for the potential perspective distortion
due to the not truly vertical placement of the projector above the interaction plane,
thus facilitating its placement.
A 2D polygon Q upon the P that outlines the spatial extent of interactive display,
whether rectangular or arbitrary, and restricts the search pace for detection of fingertip
contacts. This is achieved using H and the cooperation of the operator. Typically Q
is set to outline the region of the surface that is visible to the sensor or the limits of the
interactive surface and which defines the workspace of the system. This is achieved by
tracing a finger through the corresponding region and finding the convex hull of the
resultant 2D coordinates. In Sec. 3.2.2, this is utilized to restrict the space searched
for fingertip contact exactly upon region of the interactive surface.
In the case of multiple sensors, each one is independently calibrated as above. In
this case, sensors are enumerated by k and the aforementioned calibration results are
denoted as Zk , Pk , Hk , and Qk . Let On be the n intersections of polygons Qk . These
intersections are utilized in Sec.3.3 where touch events occurring in On are treated
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specially.
The locus that touch detection is covered upon the planar surface, is determined
by the exact camera posture, the sensor’s FOV, and range [τa , τc ]. In all experiments
the Asus Xtion pro sensor, FOV (58◦ , 45◦ ) was employed and τa = 0.5 m, τc = 2.0 m.
In an ideal sensor placement, this range forms an isosceles trapezoid I of 2.07 m2 area
(see Fig. 3). In practice, this area may become smaller according to how much the
sensor placement deviates from the ideal.
For rectangular displays, multiple configurations can be considered, depending on
geometrical constraints of the surfaces and the projection. In Fig. 3, two characteristic
configurations are illustrated: one with a portrait and one with a landscape orientation of the interactive surface. The landscape orientation is typical for monitor and
interactive surfaces, allowing for a greater area to be covered (1.1m2 ) compared to the
portrait one (0.83 m2 ). However, in the portrait configuration, τa is set closer to the
sensor, which exploits better the higher accuracy of the sensor in shorter ranges.
When comparing with the top view approach [19], in Sec. 4, we assume ideal
placement for the top view approach. The sensor is placed perpendicularly to the
surface. The area covered is the base of the FOV’s frustrum (see Fig.1), at height d.
The sensor is placed at a distance up to d = 1.3 m from the surface. For distances
greater than 1.3 m, depth measurement becomes unreliable for finger touch detection
[18] using a top view placement. Thus for d = 1.3 m, B = 1.55 m2 compared to the
2.07 m of the proposed approach. The proposed approach is able to operate reliably at
distances greater than 1.3 m because it does not rely solely on the accuracy of depth
values but detects touch based on xy coordinates.

3.2
3.2.1

Contact detection and localization
Image preprocessing

The proposed method employs only a small subset of the available pixels in the depth
image. As discussed in Sec. 3.1, due to camera placement, these pixels are looked
up within Z. During run-time, candidate pixels are further reduced based on the
3D-point interpretation of their depth values. In particular, only pixels within Q
are considered ensuring that only surfaces within the defined workspace can trigger
a touch event. In this way, arbitrary workspace shapes (besides rectangular) can be
instantiated. The result is a set of 3D valid points, pi , henceforth enumerated by
index i.
3.2.2

3D vision

Labeling depth data to fingertips is an important part of the algorithm. Set of points
are grouped in entities associated with a user’s fingers to reason about in later steps
of the approach. The norm in vision based systems is applying 2D blob detection over
“foreground” pixels of an image using Connected Component Labeling (CCL) in 2D. In
our case, a 3D clustering technique is employed upon points pi to find the fingertips in
TR-459— FORTH-ICS, Oct.2015
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Figure 3: Geometry of lateral sensor placement. Sensor FOV is shown in light blue
and area I with dashed orange lines has an area of 2.07 m2 . Rectangular subregions
in I (i.e. F1 ,F2 ) can be defined to avail “portrait” or “landscape” interaction areas.
contact with the interaction surface. The CCL algorithm has been extended to 3D to
apply the same label to two points which are closer than 3D distance τd . The decision
is justified by the following. Let the case where two, or more, fingers are imaged as
joint, but are actually located far from each other on the surface. Blob detection in
2D would spuriously form a single group of labels, whose centroid occurs in-between
the two fingers. The benefit of the 3D clustering approach over conventional, 2D blob
detection on “foreground” pixels is that it resolves cases where two fingers at different
depths are imaged as joined (see Fig. 4).
Detection candidates are filtered based on their horizontal spatial extent, which is
defined as the horizontal (parallel to L) distance of the two 3D points that correspond
to the outer 2D points of a point cluster. These points are found efficiently as follows.
During initialization, the principal axis of the camera is utilized to find the line La in
the xy plane that is perpendicular to L and passes through the camera center. Cluster
points are transformed by {R, t} and projected on the xy plane by truncation of their
z coordinate. The resultant 2D points are then projected upon La , thereby becoming
1D. The pursued two points are found as the extreme (minimum and maximum) points
on this line.
Clusters that exhibit a spatial extent outside the range [τs , τb ] of fingertip width
(typically 30 − 60 mm) are rejected. Rejecting clusters smaller than τs filters spurious
detections, due to spurious clusters originating from sensor noise. Potential residuals
of this filtering do not cause spurious detections, as they are further filtered, in Sec 3.4,
by the tracker module. Threshold τb safeguards for large surfaces in contact with the
TR-459— FORTH-ICS, Oct.2015
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Figure 4: Top: A case where two fingers are located far from each other but are imaged
as attached. Superimposed, dashed green rectangles visualize Z on the RGB (left)
and depth (right) images. Magnification on area of the images highlights fingers being
imaged as joint. Bottom: A CCL detection approach (left) spuriously detects a single
blob and an erroneous fingertip location, plot as a black sphere (right). In contrast,
the proposed approach (right) correctly forms two clusters of 3D points (blue, red).
interaction surfaces, such as a palm or other irrelevant objects. The result is a set of
valid clusters, henceforth enumerated by j with centroids cj .
In the final step, the contact points of the detected fingertips are estimated and
mapped to display coordinates. Contact points are estimated by projecting cj upon P.
This projection takes place after applying coordinate system transformation {R, t}
(see Sec. 3.1) to cj from the camera to the surface reference frame, as [xj yj zj ]T =
R cj + t. In this system, the projection is efficiently performed by truncation of the z
component of the transformed points. The resultant 2D points are finally transformed
by H to convert to display coordinates qj = (uj , vj ), as [uj vj 1]T = H [xj yj 1]T .

3.3

Multiple sensors

The proposed approach can utilize multiple sensors to cover a larger interaction area.
We propose combining the sensors to expand across one of the interaction area’s
dimension, either horizontally or vertically. The proposed horizontal placement is
TR-459— FORTH-ICS, Oct.2015
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shown in Fig. 5, resulting in a display with “landscape” aspect ratio. The opposite
case of stacking multiple sensors in a “portrait” configuration (one on top of the other)
is not practical, as the users cannot reach all areas of the workspace. In addition, selfocclusion effects are more frequent when imaging hand from the side (see Sec. 4.3).
As each homography Hk relates points observed by sensor k projected upon plane
xy to display coordinates, there is no special treatment for touch points qj that occur
solely in Qk . However touch estimates occurring in On , imaged by more than one
sensor, are treated specially, in order to avoid multiple touch detections of the same
fingertip. In particular, we first find the points occurring in On using a point in
polygon test upon points qj . For these points, the ones closer than distance threshold
τo are finally merged.

Figure 5: Illustration of horizontal placement of k sensors. Sensors are placed
equidistantly and against each other with a small overlap, to minimize depth interference between the sensors. The distance between sensors is h = 2.5 m while
[τa , τc ] = [0.5 m, 2.0 m]. This allows for finger touch detection, in a rectangular (2.8m2 ,
for k = 2) interaction area on the surface (marked in yellow). Black dots indicate geometry at which more sensors can be added.

3.4

Fingertip tracking and touch event creation

Tracking is an important part or our approach. It is necessary to compensate for transient detection failures and spurious detections. More importantly, tracking of fingers’
trajectories upon the interactive surface is necessary to reason about the generation
of native touch events compatible with the Windows 8 operating system for multiple
finger interaction.
Contact detections along with their localization estimates are received by a tracking module. The 2D tracker assigns unique ids to qj the first time detected and tracks
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their trajectories in consecutive frames. Touch points are corresponded to touch points
of the previous frame, based on proximity. Temporal correspondences are established
with the closest touch location at the previous frame, given that its distance is below
threshold τt , otherwise a new id is generated.
A 2D Kalman filter [5] is employed to better estimate touch location, smooth
trajectories of detected fingers and compensate for transient failures in estimates.
Optimal localization estimate of the contact point is computed based on the past
trajectory of the tracked fingertip, the current detected location and a provided noise
factor. The Kalman filter also predicts the next state of the tracked fingertip. This
feature is used to compensate for detection failures. Such events are due to depth
image noise or occlusions. Transient detection failures are accounted for by inputting
the tracker, upon disappearance of a 2D touch point, the estimates of its next predicted
state for a small sequence of frames (∼ 5). In addition, a dwell time is enforced on
tracked points at first. In particular, contact points are tracked for a few consecutive
frames (i.e. 4) before deeming them valid. This compensates for spurious detections.
Tracking of touch points ids is required to distinguish between single and multitouch touch events as well as avoid confusion in time-lasting events (e.g. left click
to right click gesture). The implemented touch events are touchstart, touchmove and
touchend, of the Windows 8 Touch Injection API, which transparently provides the
emulated events to applications run by the operating system. The touchstart event
is fired when a touch point is detected on the touch surface and deemed valid. The
touchmove event is fired when a previously detected valid touch point is still detected
along the touch surface. The touchend event is fired when a touch point is no longer
detected on the touch surface.

4

Experiments

Experiments were performed using the Asus Xtion Pro RGB-D sensors on a conventional PC with a Intel i7 CPU at 2.93 GHz and 8 Gigabyte RAM. Depth cameras
operated at 480 × 640 pixel resolution at 30 f ps. The workspace was constrained so to
use depth values in the range [0.5m , 2 m] where their input is reliable. The RGB-D
sensors also avail 60 f ps in 240 × 320 pixel resolution. However, sensor noise is currently intense for finely accurate estimations in this mode of operation. Besides, in
terms of usability operation at 30 f ps suffices for most applications.
As the computational requirements and input data for the proposed method are
few, system performance matched the input frame rate. In particular, our implementation of the proposed method executes in 4.6 msec for a frame at 480 × 640 pixel
resolution. This is faster compared to the implementation of the top view method
which executes at 7.3 msec for input frames of the same resolution.
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Contact localization accuracy and limitations

The purpose of the experiments was to assess the algorithm’s suitability as a touch
display and compare it with a typical top-view algorithm. The evaluation concerned
a comparison between the proposed lateral placement to a top view. In both cases, a
single sensor was employed. Two experiments were conducted.
4.1.1

Experiment 1

In the first experiment, the accuracy of the proposed approach was tested on a large
spatial extent. An interactive surface was set on a wall, with a sensor being placed
close to the ceiling. The interactive surface was approximately 1.2 m2 . Range [τa , τc ]
was [0.6 m, 1.9 m]. The top view approach cannot be applied in such a configuration,
as the sensors would need to be placed opposite to the surface, incompatible to the
position of the user.
The projector displayed a grid of 160 dots, radius 1 cm, and 3 users were instructed
to touch their centers. Error was the distance of the estimated touch location to the
center of the dot, in F. The mean fingertip localization error (and its standard
deviation) was 3.02 (2.19), in pixels. Fig. 6 illustrates the projected dots and contact
localization estimates for the 3 users and shows an image of the experiment. Fig. 6
also illustrates the mean localization error and standard deviation for each dot over
its distance to the sensor. To visualize the increasing trend, a curve is fit on the mean
error. A second degree polyonym was utilized as the the pixels imaging a fingertip
are proportional to the reciprocal of its squared distance from the sensor. The error
increases as the user interacts further to the sensor, indicating localization accuracy of
less than 2 pixels in short range and, on average, no more than 6 pixels of inaccuracy
at ≈ 2 m distance.
4.1.2

Experiment 2

In the second experiment, two configurations, a lateral and top-view, were implemented to image the same planar surface simultaneously, as in Fig. 1. The common
workspace covered by both sensors was approximately 0.7 m2 (0.9 × 0.8 m2 ). The lateral sensor was placed as close as possible to the ideal lateral configuration, imaging
the on the ‘top’ face of the workspace, with respect to display. Range [τa , τc ] was
[1.0 m, 1.8 m]. In the experiment, the projector displayed a grid of 16 dots, with a
radius of 1 cm on the interactive surface.
The user was instructed to touch the dots at their centers. At the same time,
activation of the two sensors alternated, so the active illumination systems of the two
sensors would not interfere. In this way, RGB-D frames were acquired for fingertip
interaction from the two investigated viewpoints (lateral and top), almost simultaneously.
Error was measured as the distance of the location touch event to the center of the
projected dot, both in display (projector) coordinates. The mean fingertip localization
TR-459— FORTH-ICS, Oct.2015
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error (and its standard deviation) were 4.60 (2.80) for the lateral and 4.59 (3.14) for
the top view, in pixels.

Figure 6: Left: The plot illustrates the projected 160 target dots (blue) and the
estimated contact locations (red) for 3 different users. Middle: Mean localization
error (blue) with standard deviation (gray) over distance for each dot. A second
degree polyonym (green) fits the error over distance. Right: A user touching the
target grid in a wall configuration where a depth sensor is placed close to the ceiling.

4.1.3

Discussion

The results of these experiments indicate a similar contact localization accuracy for
both methods. However, the lateral placement approach exhibits an advantage in
terms of area covered by a sensor (see Sec. 3.1). In the first experiment, the proposed
approach is demonstrated to be suitable in larger interactive surfaces that are also not
practical for the top view approach.
In both cases, the reported errors are the effective errors as they contain also the
camera projector registration error (from the process in Sec. 3.1) and are interpreted
as the dislocation of touch upon the display. The higher accuracy observed in the first
experiment, is attributed to the closer distance (τa = 0.6 m) of fingers compared to
the first experiment (τa = 1.0 m). In this experiment, the mean error of the proposed
approach, encountered at ≈ 2 m distance from the sensor, is ≈ 4 pixels, which is
comparable to mean accuracy of top view approach in the first experiment. That is,
even in the most distant case of contact, the proposed approach is more or equally
accurate than the top view approach.

4.2

Sensitivity to height threshold

Sensitivity s of contact detection is defined as the maximum distance from the surface
that contact is detected (see Sec. 3). Intuitively, sensitivity is the minimum distance
at which the system reliably discriminates when the fingertip is in contact to the
surface, or not. The smaller s is, the more sensitive contact detection becomes. The
purpose of this experiment was to compare s for the lateral and top view approaches.
The experiment uses the lowest possible value of threshold τh and τX for the lateral
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and top view approach respectively, while preserving robust fingertip detection. The
experimental setup was as in Sec. 4.1.2.
As in the previous experiment, a grid of 16 dots was displayed by the projector,
one at a time. The grid dimensions on the interactive surface were [780 × 780 mm2 ],
with the distance between 2 neighboring points being 195 mms. On each dot we
stacked 4 Lego blocks comprising 4 different heights configurations (3.16, 6.33, 9.5
and 19mm). For each height, the user was instructed to place its finger at the top of
the stack. Depth data were captured, from the two sensors, for each fingertip contact.
The purpose of the Lego blocks was to ensure that the finger tip was at the same
and known distance for both methods. As in the previous experiment, the two sensors
were alternated acquiring images of the fingertip almost simultaneously. Thus for each
dot locations, 4 contact detections were attempted, for each of the two methods. For
each method and at each location, sensitivity s was measured as the maximum height
that a touch detection occurred out of the 4 configurations.
For the proposed method, acquired data were post-processed to remove depth
pixels imaging the Lego blocks. In particular, the Lego blocks were of a particular
color (green). Using the RGB image they were segmented and the corresponding
pixels in the depth map cast as invalid. In this way, the case where the fingertip occur
at a known distance from the surface was simulated. For the top view case, as in that
case, the Lego blobs were occluded by the finger.
The mean of measured fingertip touch sensitivity (s) and its standard deviation
were 4.55 (1.99) for the lateral and 11.08 (4.01) for the top view, in mm. It has been
also observed that the increased sensitivity of the proposed method is consistent across
the interactive surface. This is attributed to that an invariant to distance amount of
pixel support is obtained from Z; as opposed to filtering pixels according to their
distance from P. In Fig. 7 s values for each of the grid’s dots are presented. As
the mean values of s for the lateral approach are smaller than for the top-view, it is
concluded that the former yields greater sensitivity to touch.

Figure 7: Touch sensitivity.Left: s values for the lateral (blue) and top-view approach
(red) on each of the 16 positions of the [780 × 780 mm2 ] grid. The lateral approach
is more sensitive in touch detection compared to the top-view. Middle-Right: Two
simultaneous input images from the experiment, one from each sensor.
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Multiple finger interaction

The purpose of the experiments was to assess the suitability and limitations of the
proposed methodology for multiple finger interaction. This type of interaction is
subject to distance and occlusion effects. The setup was as in Sec. 4.1.2 however,
as no common visible area with the top view approach was required, the interaction
surface was 1.08 m2 (1.2 × 0.9 m2 ), fully covered by the projector. Range [τa , τc ] was
[0.7 m, 1.9 m].
4.3.1

Characterization of distance and occlusion effects

Multiple finger interaction is supported but is subject to distance limitations and
occlusions. Regarding distance, fingers that are not in contact with each other may
appear merged in the depth image. The effect is pronounced with distance.
To qualitative study the limits of our approach in distance and occlusions limitations two types of finger interaction were tested. The projector presented 3 parallel
lines on the interactive surface, in 3 regions, while having vertical or parallel orientation w.r.t. the principal axis of the sensor. The lines appeared at a distance of 5 cm
with each other. The user was instructed to trace the lines with his fingers. Touch
estimates appeared as red dots on F. The maximum recorded distance of the finger
to the sensor was close to 2.0 m.
In the first experiment distance limitations due to sensor’s resolution are qualitative evaluated. The set of 3D lines appeared with an orientation approximately
parallel to the principal axis of the sensor. The set of lines appeared in 3 different
regions on F, with the user tracing 3 fingers on them at the same posture (see Fig. 8).
The experiment indicates that in closer range, the algorithm successfully detects 3
fingers at 5cm with each other.
Due to the lack of resolution and depth value uncertainty at greater distances (close
to 2 m), fingers may not be discriminated by the clustering technique in Sec. 3.2.2.
Intuitively, two or more fingers appear merged in the image. In this case, the result is
a single cluster and touch result, which explains the red dots between lines in Fig. 8.
In the second experiment limitations due to self-occlusions, i.e. a finger occluding
another finger(s), are qualitative evaluated. We repeated the first experiment, with
the set of 3D lines appearing in an orientation close to vertical to the principal axis of
the sensor. Due to the hand posture, self-occlusions appear even at close range (see
Fig. 8). The effect is further pronounced as distance to the sensor increases, due to
the aforementioned reasons.
The results characterize distance and self-occlusion effects on the performance of
the proposed approach. Moreover, further sensor placement specifications are provided, based on ergonomy, by reduction of self occlusions. This specification concerns
whether the proposed, lateral sensor views the scene from the ‘top’ or the ‘side’ of the
display/interactive surface.
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Figure 8: Multitouch detection results, with the sensor placed opposite (top) and on
the side of the user (bottom). RGB images are shown for illustration only. Red dots
plot the estimated coordinates in F, while blue dashed dots the projected pivot line
pattern. Approximate sensor placement is shown on the left of plots.

4.4

Multiple sensor integration

The purpose of this experiment was to qualitative illustrate the behavior of the touch
detection algorithm for the multiple sensor case. Two sensors were employed to cover a
wall surface. Range [τa , τc ] was [0.7 m, 1.8 m]. The projector projected a checkerboard
pattern and Qk and On highlighted. The workspace area formed by Qk union was
2.33 m2 .
A user was instructed to touch and move his finger aligned with the checkerboard
lines within the highlighted areas. Touch estimates were recorded and superimposed
on the projected display F (see Fig. 9).
It is observed that touch estimates in transitions from Qk to On are smooth.
Thereby, the combination of the two sensors is considered sufficiently accurate for the
implementation of large interactive surfaces.

5

Summary

An approach is presented for touch detection and localization upon planar surfaces
using a depth camera, placed laterally. Correspondingly, an algorithmic approach
for the treatment of this input is proposed. Experimental evaluation shows that it
provides greater sensitivity to touch than the conventional top view approach, while
being computationally lightweight. Increased sensitivity is due to the detection of
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Figure 9: Left: Touch estimates of a finger moving on a surface covered by two sensors.
The green polygons plot Q1 and Q2 and the cyan O1 . Red dots indicate the recorded
touch estimates. Right: A user moving his finger aligned with the checkerboard lines
within Q1 , Q2 .
contact based on xy pixel coordinates, rather than depth values which are less reliable.
Furthermore, the proposed approach exhibits greater accuracy of touch localization,
allows for greater interactive areas per sensor, and supports multiple sensors to create
large interactive displays.
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